
Our School Grounds

Key Knowledge 
 Explore our school grounds inside and out by going 

on a walk around our school building.
 Know the route around our school and how to reach 

a destination in school. 
 Explore a street map.
 Sometimes we have a key with symbols.
 Look up our school using an address.
 An aerial view is what something would look like 

from above.
 Use geographical skills to label a birds eye view of 

our school grounds.
 Explore our local area by going on a local area walk.
 A compass can be used to help find your way.
 It shows four directions – North, East, South and 

West.
 It is useful for people who are navigating ships and 

aircrafts.
 Know where we live.
 Know our address and how this is written to get us 

to the right place. 

Vocabulary

Local Area The area where you 
live.

Map A drawing of an area 
shown from above.

Address The place where 
someone lives or a 
business is found.

Distance How far away
something is

Aerial view (birds eye 
view)

What something 
would look like from 
above.

Fieldwork Working outside to 
collect information.

Route How you get to 
somewhere. 



The United Kingdom

Key Knowledge 
• The UK stands for The United Kingdom.

• The UK is made up of four countries; England, 
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.

• It is surrounded by the English Channel, North Sea, 
Irish Sea and the North Atlantic Ocean.

• England is the largest country in The UK.

• London is the capital city of England.

• Many parts of England include rural countryside.

• Scotland is a country of The UK.

• Edinburgh is the capital city of Scotland.

• Northern Ireland is the smallest country of The UK.

• Belfast is the capital city of Northern Ireland.

• Wales is a country of The UK.

• Cardiff is the capital city of Wales.

Vocabulary
UK The United Kingdom.

It is made up of four 
countries; England, 
Scotland, Wales and 
Northern Ireland.

Island An area of land 
surrounded by water.

Town A place where people 
live or work. There 
may be shops, places 
of worship and 
schools.

Capital City A town or city where 
the government sits.

Landmark A place that is easily
recognised.

Population How many people 
live in one place.



Newcastle and 
Wuhan

Key Knowledge

• Newcastle is in England.

• We live in Newcastle.

• Our school is in Newcastle.

• Wuhan is in China.

• A famous landmark of Newcastle is The 
Angel of the North.

• A famous landmark of Wuhan is the Yellow 
Crane Tower.

• The famous football stadium of Newcastle is 
called St. James’ Park.

• Famous people we may know who originated 
from Newcastle are Ant and Dec, Sam Fender 
and Allan Shearer.

•The population of Newcastle is 298 264.

• The population is Wuhan is 11 million.

• Schools in Wuhan may be different to our 
school.

Vocabulary

Map A drawing of an area 
shown from above.

England A country that is part 
of The United 
Kingdom.

China

Capital City A town or city where 
the government sits.

Landmark A place that is easily
recognised.

Population How many people 
live in one place.

Famous 



OceansKey Knowledge

• There are five oceans in the world.

• The five oceans are; Arctic Ocean, Atlantic 
Ocean, Indian Ocean, Pacific Ocean and 
Southern Ocean. 

• The Pacific is the biggest ocean in the world.

• The Atlantic is the second biggest ocean in 
the world.

• The Indian is the third biggest ocean in the 
world.

• The Indian Ocean is home to creatures such 
as turtles and seals.

• The Southern Ocean is the second smallest 
ocean in the world.

• It is home to penguins and blue whales.

• The Arctic is the smallest ocean in the world.

• It is completely covered in ice.

• We can label the oceans on a map.

Vocabulary

Ocean A large area of sea.

Continent A very large area of 
land that includes all 
of the islands with it.

Population The number of people 
that live in a 
particular place.

Compass A piece of equipment 
that tells you what 
direction you are 
travelling in.

Temperature Mild weather, 
Neither very hot nor 
very cold.

Tropical Hot and humid.

Aerial Seen from above.


